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How can we incentivise people to get vaccinated?
Vaccines are protective interventions that can have a long-lasting impact on our health. Although in public minds
vaccines are associated with diseases that were thought to be eradicated in many western countries, COVID-19
has brought them back to the spotlight. What defines vaccines is that they are provided to healthy individuals,
hence their value lies in their ‘preventive or protective effect’, and in getting enough people to get vaccinated so as
to give rise to herd immunity. However, vaccine availability does not necessarily entail widespread vaccination. A
share of the population in almost all societies refuses to get vaccinated. Hence, actual vaccination is not just the
result of access, but the acceptability of specific vaccines. It’s important to understand those who refuse to get
vaccinated, and how to change their minds.
Most people will get vaccinated, but far from everyone,….
A recent global survey suggests that 71.5% of people are likely to take a COVID-19 vaccine, and 61.4% would
accept their employer’s recommendation to do so. However, a recently released IPSOS survey below finds a large
variation across countries, with 80% of people in China intending to take the vaccine and half that figure (40%) in
France and Russia. In almost all countries, the proportion of individuals who say they will get vaccinated dropped
from October to December.
Figure 1. If a vaccine for COVID-19 were available, I would get it

Source: IPSOS, 2020
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The main concern is that people lack proper knowledge of how vaccines benefit them, or they feel they should be
able to control the potential side effects. Limited knowledge might make some individuals vulnerable to fake news,
or lead them to overestimate some rare side effects and focus on the loss these side effects would entail, as
opposed to their low probability of occurrence. As a result, availability of information on side effects, alongside
limited knowledge, feed what can be defined as ambivalent preferences, which the vaccine-specific literature
defines as ‘vaccine hesitancy’. Furthermore, less educated, less pro-social and more risk-averse individuals are
less likely to get vaccinated.
In 2019 the WHO identified vaccine hesitancy as one of the top ten global health threats, which they define as the
‘delay in acceptance or refusal of vaccination despite availability of vaccination services’. Although individuals are
aware of the existence of a vaccine, the information available in their choice architecture does not suffice for them
to come to a definitive decision. This is not unique of vaccines. We find similar ambivalence when we look at
attitudes to GM foods, as individuals do not fully understand what they are being offered.
One of the main drives of vaccine hesitancy is the underestimation of vaccine safety, and more specifically the
increasing awareness of potential side effects, which seems to have a large impact on public perceptions. Similarly,
individuals who underestimate the COVID-19 risks are less likely to get the vaccine, as they might not perceive the
virus as an imminent threat, or might downplay it (e.g., COVID-19 is often compared to the influenza, or it is said to
be a risk for older-age individuals only). A survey of Australian attitudes to COVID-19 suggests that almost half
(44%) of those who said they would not get the vaccine were more likely to believe the threat of COVID-19 had
been exaggerated.
The other main pushback that bolsters vaccine hesitancy is distrust in health authorities, and the medical profession
more generally. Knowledge about vaccines is generally limited both between individuals who take them as well as
those that refuse them, and when knowledge in limited individuals tend to rely on trust. Some evidence suggests
that trust in the medical profession is a central issue in children vaccination decisions. As a matter of fact, the
waning trust in vaccines has been a cause of concern that led to the set-up of the World Health Organization’s
SAGE, Strategic Advisory Group of Experts on Immunisation worldwide. Weak trust is especially concerning now
that we depend so badly on the uptake of a vaccine to get over the COVID-19 pandemic.
So, what can governments do?
1. Subsidies and payments: One way to go is to subsidise vaccine uptake among those individuals that are more
likely to be vaccine-hesitant. However, this might entail some significant costs and possibly might require
strategic decisions. Furthermore, some evidence suggest that paying people to get vaccinated might signal
risk, and backfire as a strategy.
2. Compulsion: vaccination can be made compulsory given the spillover effects on others, especially older-age
individuals. However, the administrative costs to operationalise compulsory vaccination might be
counterproductive as they can feed further antagonism and resistance.
3. Nudges: both positive and negative nudges can be considered above and beyond other policies influencing
reference points and vaccination framing. Changing the narratives of vaccination so individuals that refuse to
vaccinate understand that the default option is to vaccinate can make a difference. The role of celebrities
taking up vaccines and promoting them is important. Experimental research points to social nudges that
reward vaccination, portraying it as a pro-social behaviour.
4. Conditioning: conditioning access to certain entertainment activities or visits to publicly funded medical
services or schools to having been vaccinated, or marginally changing cost-sharing for those individuals that
refuse to vaccinate. Positive incentives might include the conditioning of receiving benefits to being
vaccinated, among others.
5. Social incentives (esteem, stigma): naming and shaming individuals that refuse to vaccinate can be an
effective cognitive cost to someone’s reputation as a ‘good citizen’. Spain has developed a list of
individuals who have refused to be vaccinated. A register will include all the people who turned down the
vaccine after being called up for vaccination by Spain’s public health service. Some ‘vaccine-hesitant
‘individuals might decide to take up the vaccine if that takes them off the list.
6. Rising risk awareness: rather than hiding the deaths from COVID-19, there is an important role for the media
to portray an accurate representation of the people dying from COVID-19. Risk and benefit perceptions are
interrelated as we suggest in our research. If individuals do not perceive the risks, they are unlikely to see the
benefit of taking up the vaccine.
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7. Trust building strategies require the mobilisation of key stakeholders such as community and local leaders or
trade unions to support public health authorities and the medical profession to confront the credibility of antivax sources. For instance, general practitioners (GP) have a key role to play. Evidence from France, the
country which exhibits the lowest vaccination intentions as presented above, suggests that a significant share
of GPs consulted vaccine-critical information sources and might not have pushed vaccination as much as they
could.
So, what does it mean?
Countries should put together a strategy sooner rather than later. The core of the vaccination question lies on trust
building, raising awareness as well as putting forward nudging and conditioning strategies that change people’s
narratives, where the default is that vaccination is the straightest route to the progressive return to a life that
compared to the one before the pandemic.
♣♣♣
Notes:
This blog post expresses the views of its author(s), not the position of LSE Business Review or the London
School of Economics.
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